Biopharmaceutical Sector Supported Jobs in U.S.

802,867 Direct Sector Jobs + 3,963,501 Indirect Sector Jobs = 4,766,368 Total Jobs

Percentage of Jobs in Sector by Occupation, 2015

One third of biopharmaceutical industry jobs are in key STEM occupations

Biopharmaceutical Sector’s Contribution to U.S.’s Economy

ECONOMIC OUTPUT

$1.3T Total Value of Goods and Services Supported by Biopharmaceutical Sector

REVENUE GENERATED

$77.4B Total State and Federal Taxes Paid

EMPLOYEE PRODUCTIVITY

$727,833 Per Employee in Direct Biopharmaceutical Sector Jobs

$173,191 Per Employee Across All U.S. Job Sectors

AVERAGE COMPENSATION

$129,527 Per Employee in Direct Jobs in the Biopharmaceutical Sector

$58,603 Per Employee Across All U.S. Jobs